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R. Greiner, The complexity of theory revision 
A knowledge-based system uses its database (also known as its “theory”) to produce answers to 
the queries it receives. Unfortunately, these answers may be incorrect if the underlying theory is 
faulty. Standard “theory revision” systems use a given set of “labeled queries” (each a query paired 
with its correct answer) to transform the given theory, by adding and/or deleting either rules and/or 
antecedents, into a related theory that is as accurate as possible. After formally defining the theory 
revision task, this paper provides both sample and computational complexity bounds for this process. 
It first specifies the number of labeled queries necessary to identify a revised theory whose error is 
close to minimal with high probability. It then considers the computational complexity of finding this 
best theory, and proves that, unless P = NP, no polynomial time algorithm can identify this near- 
optimal revision, even given the exact distribution of queries, except in certain simple situation. It 
also shows that, except in such simple situations, no polynomial-time algorithm can produce a theory 
whose error is even close to (i.e., within a particular polynomial factor of) optimal. The first (sample- 
complexity) results suggest reasons why theory revision can be more effective than learning from 
scratch, while the second (computational complexity) results explain many aspects of the standard 
theory revision systems, including the practice of hill-climbing to a locally-optimal theory, based on 
a given set of labeled queries. 
N. Kurtonina and M. de Rijke, Expressiveness of concept expressions in first-order 
description logics 
We introduce a method for characterizing the expressive power of concept expressions in first-order 
description logics. The method is essentially model-theoretic in nature in that it gives preservation 
results uniquely identifying a wide range of description logics as fragments of first-order logic. The 
languages studied in the paper all belong to the well-known FL- and AL hierarchies. 
E. Boros, T. Ibaraki and K. Makino, Logical analysis of binary data with missing bits 
We model a given pair of sets of positive and negative examples, each of which may contain miss- 
ing components, as a partially defined Boolean function with missing bits (pBmb) (y, F), where 
?- & (0, 1, *)” and F C (0, 1, *}“, and ‘I*” stands for a missing bit. Then we consider the problem 
of establishing a Boolean function (an extension) f : [O, 11” -+ (0, l] belonging to a give: func- 
tion class C, such that f is true (respectively, false) for every vector in T (respectively, in F). This 
is a fundamental problem, encountered in many areas such as learning theory, pattern recognition, 
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example-based knowledge bases, logical analysis of data, knowledge discovery and data mining. In 
this paper, depending upon how to deal with missing bits. we formulate three types of extensions 
called robust, consistent and most robust extensions. for various classes of Boolean functions such as 
general, positive, Horn. threshold. decomposable and /(-DNF. The complexity of the associated prob- 
lems are then clarified: some of them are solvable in polynomial time while the others are NP-hard. 
W.K. Yeap and M.E. Jefferies, Computing a representation of the local environment 
Yeap (I 988) argued that an important basis for computing a cognitive map is the ability to compute 
and recognise local environments. Although he has demonstrated how such local environments could 
be used to construct a raw cognitive map, he failed to produce an adequate algorithm for computing 
them. In this paper, a detailed study of this problem is presented. We argue that although each 
local environment computed forms a natural basis for constructing a raw cognitive map, it is not 
computed primarily to do so. Instead, it is computed for one’s immediate needs (such as hunting 
a prey or escaping from danger). This change in perspective argues for a very different cognitive 
mapping process, namely one that computes local environments as the individual moves through 
the environment but these representations are not necessarily used to construct a raw map. The 
individual does not do so until there is evidence that it is going to stay. Consequently this simplifies 
the algorithm for computing a local environment and a new algorithm is thus proposed. Some results 
of our implementation are shown. 
C.-T. Leung and T.W.S. Chow, Adaptive regularization parameter selection method 
for enhancing generalization capability of neural networks (Research Note) 
A novel adaptive regularization parameter selection (ARPS) method is proposed in this paper to 
enhance the performance of the regularization method. The proposed ARPS method enables a 
gradient descent type training to tunnel through some of the undesired sub-optimal solutions on the 
composite error surface by means of changing the value of the regularization parameter. Undesired 
sub-optimal solutions are introduced inherently from regularized objective functions. Hence, the 
proposed ARPS method is capable of enhancing the regularization method without getting stuck 
at these sub-optimal solutions. 
R.E. ValdCs-Perez, Principles of human computer collaboration for knowledge 
discovery in science 
An important problem in computational scientific discovery ia to identify, among the diversity of 
discovery programs written in various sciences. a commonality that will take a next step beyond the 
acknowledged general-but weak-framework of heuristic \earch. 
We characterize discovery in science as the generation of novel, interesting, plausible, and 
intelligible knowledge about the objects of study. We then analyze four current machine discovery 
programs in chemistry, medicine, mathematics, and linguistics according to how their design, or 
the circumstances of their application, heighten the chances of finding knowledge that has all four 
properties. Some general patterns emerge, although some strategies eem idiosyncratic. 
Our candidate for a commonality. which focuses on human factors, can be used pragmatically to 
evaluate and compare the designs of discovery programs that are intended to be used as collaborators 
by scientists. 
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A. Bochmann, A foundational theory of belief and belief change 
M.C. Cooper, Linear-time algorithms for testing the realisability of line drawings of 
curved objects 
J. Renz and B. Nebel, On the complexity of qualitative spatial reasoning: A maximal 
tractable fragment of the Region Connection Calculus 
R. Krajroviech and M. KotoEova, Non-uniform time sharing in concurrent execution 
of the constraint solving 
CL. Ortiz Jr., Explanatory update theory: Applications of counterfactual reasoning 
to causation 
